C
an Duke Ellington improve your diagnoses? Will Miles Davis ease your exams? Dr. Paul Haidet offers an emphatic Yes. Music, he says, can teach doctors to listen deeply. Particularly Jazz.
Jazz is intrinsically tied to the idea of improvisation. Players riff off a previous idea, stylistically darting on a dime before picking up on an unexpected rhythmic course. It's what gives the genre its flavour and distinction. Such "beautiful music" can find its way into the examining room too, if doctors learn to work in concert with their patients to develop an alert and empathetic communication style.
That's the conclusion that Haidet came to almost a decade ago. He's now the director of medical education research at Pennsylvania State University in Hershey, Pennsylvania, where he teaches a course called Jazz and the Art of Medicine: Improvisation in the Medical Encounter.
A jazz DJ in college, Haidet initially made the connection between jazz and medicine while he was at a communications course. "The way that doctors and patients talk in some ways is similar to the way jazz musicians communicate on the bandstand," he says. In each case, both encounters are improvised, yet there is some sort of structure imposed on the exchange. Haidet recently wrote that "rather than take up all the space in the conversation with strings of 'yes/no' questions … I find that I am at my best when I can give patients space to say what they want to say, gently leading patients through the telling of their illness narrative from their perspective, rather than forcing their narrative to follow my biomedical perspective." Jazz-listening exercises are interspersed. With the music as a guide, Haidet emphasizes the importance of space, latency (the time between talking) and pace (Box 1). Discussions follow and it becomes obvious that in the less-controlling video, the biomedical diagnosis develops very quickly (Box 2).
"It also provides a number of moments where there's a deep connection between the doctor and patient," Haidet says. "You can really see that the patient leaves feeling that the doctor really understands her." While it's both effective and emotionally satisfying, medical communications research often has a Pollyannaish tone. In real-life situations, is there time and a need to develop a deep connection with each patient? Haidet acknowledges the time crunch, but says strong communication skills can be time-efficient.
Research supports his theory. While it's widely documented that doctors interrupt patients on average after 18 seconds, 2 it's not often mentioned that in the same study, researchers Frankel and Beckman found in the rare instances when doctors did not interrupt, the patient was finished speaking after about two minutes. He notes that many doctors working at inner-city public hospitals learn to achieve a level of connection and understanding in a short time.
"They're very good at getting centred and being in the moment with those patients," he says. "They listen deeply and co-construct the narrative with the patient."
It's not a one-way street. Haidet also notes that patients need to be assertive -and studies support that theory. In many cases, "interventions were associated with improved physician and patient communication behaviors." 3 In reviews of Haidet's course, doctors remarked that while most of what they learned wasn't new to them, the material allowed them to enjoy their practice much more.
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Music critic Ottawa, Ont. It is not always easy to balance fidelity to the facts with the imperative to maintain patient confidentiality. There are the ethical questions of what benefits are accrued, and to whom, and what the risks might be. There is the matter of choosing your audience and deciding how best to speak to them.
The number of physicians who write despite these difficulties is quite striking and while not everyone possesses the same degree of skill, there is generally an earnest quality to the writing that suggests an effort to understand, and to share, truth.
San Francisco, California, physician David Watts takes this task seriously. As well as authoring several books on medicine, he is a poet, musician, and television personality. In the preface to The orange wire problem and other tales from the doctor's office he writes that he is striving "not so much to document as to approach a truth that goes beyond nonfiction and dares to flirt with the realm of mystery." As such a statement would suggest, this is an ambitious book.
In 26 short narratives, Watts provides sparse sketches of encounters between doctor and patient. Most of the clinical scenarios will be familiar to physicians, but Watts imbues them with importance and significance. He brings himself deeply into the encounters and
